
GoToData Services Overview 

GoToData constantly collects, analyzes, and displays over a decade of corporate governance disclosure 

data on ALL listed companies in Japan so you can benefit from this data in the way that best suits you: 

ONLINE DISCLOSURE BROWSER AND DASHBOARD SERVICE 

 Proprietary “QuickFind” Tool allowing easy/fast access 

to all Yuho, CG, Voting Report sections, with machine 

translation via Google Translate for all text  

 Interactive Market Reports and Company Overviews 

providing the most important data in visual time-series.  

Chart/visual data can be downloaded. Company data is 

selected on per-company basis 

 Screening Tool enabling users to quickly discover 

companies filtered by custom criteria (Addon Product) 

DATA DOWNLOAD SERVICE (FRONTEND API) 

 Select and download all normalized disclosure items in GoToData’s 

database through an easy-to-use web interface. This is a much larger 

range of data than for the GoToData disclosure browser 

 Download full-text sections of the Yuho, CG Report, or Voting Results in 

addition to numeric disclosure. Downloads to CSV, Excel, etc.  

 Can do bulk downloads of companies’ normalized data using a list of 

security codes; or download data for all companies  

 Perfect for more-in-depth analysis, academic researchers, and modelers 

 

DIRECT DATABASE CONNECTION SERVICE 

 Purchasable access to GoToData’s entire database, which is 

updated twice daily to reflect the most recent disclosure 

 Includes direct disclosure data including text as-is in addition 

to BDTI’s standardized/structured data, allowing both easy 

modeling and AI analytical methods for back-testing 

 Millions of datapoints available to enhance your 

investment/data strategies 

CUSTOM PROJECTS AND ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

 In-depth reporting on firms using GoToData’s vast database coupled with decades of CG experience 

 Custom reports / data collection/ data distribution tailored to your needs 

 Normalized database for all board members and executives, allowing identification of potential hires or over-

boarded directors, or analysis of impact of board composition over time 

 Allegiant holdings mapping to disentangle the cross-shareholding web 

 And more… 

Test drive a demo version! 

https://gotodata.jp/demo/ 

https://gotodata.jp/demo/
https://gotodata.jp/demo/

